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The annual Researcher Development Programme is aimed at postgraduate 
research students as well as early and mid-career researchers at Robert Gordon 
University. It is designed to support you on your journey as a member of an inter-
disciplinary researcher community.

It comprises over eighty workshops, masterclasses, events and resources 
which supplement and expand on the PgCert Researcher Development course 
and research retreats run by The Graduate School. 

The training programme draws on the expertise of RGU academics  and external 
scholars, offering opportunities to broaden knowledge  and skills, following 
the themes in the Researcher Development Framework (RDF) – the most 
comprehensive and nationally-recognised document establishing the desirable 
standards of practice for successful researchers. Each session is mapped onto 
one of the RDF Domains: 

Our Researcher Development offer is constantly evolving and this year marks 
the launch of our dedicated mid-career support progamme, Advancing your 
Research Career: Strategies for Research Leadership. It is an innovative web-
based course developed by EPIGEUM, internationally recognised experts in 
the development of higher education materials. All modules are now freely 
available to you on our Moodle pages and you can find out more about the 
resources and development opportunities by exploring this brochure further.

Most events can be booked on Moodle.
For further details, feedback and future workshop suggestions, please contact 
Paula Sledzinska, Research Development Officer: p.sledzinska@rgu.ac.uk.

Please note that, while we do our best to ensure all events run according to plan, details of sessions 
listed in this brochure may be subject to change.
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Programme

         A       Knowledge and intellectual abilities

 B Personal effectiveness

 C Research governance and organisation

 D Engagement, influence and impact

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=103689
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=103689
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=103689
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Upcoming Workshops and Events

Moral Underpinnings of Research Ethics 12/10/2022
Time for Research!    14/10/2022
Viva!              17 and 18/10/2022
Early Career Researchers: Planning Career Progression Strategically 20/10/2022
Careers After PhD: Developing your Personal Awareness 26/10/2022
Introduction to Teaching and Demonstrating           27/10/2022 - 16/02/2023 - 08/06/2023
Imposter Syndrome: Why Successful People Often Feel Like Frauds    04/11/2022
Why Research Culture Matters 27/10/2022
Understanding Your Audience: Elevator Pitch 03/11/2022
Careers After PhD: Careers in Academia 09/11/2022
Getting Social           16/11/2022
How to Avoid Plagiarism and Maintain your Academic Integrity      17/11/2022 - 12/04/2023
Networking in Academia                                                                                                                24/11/2022
Writing as Thinking 25/11/2022
Writing as Signposting 02/12/2022
Research Resilience and Zen Prt I 05/12/2022
Careers After PhD: Visas and Immigration 07/12/2022
Writing as Narrative 09/12/2022
NVivo 13/12/2022
Writing as Editing   16/12/2022
Expenditure and Actuals on Worktribe On Demand
Getting Started with Worktribe 14/09/2022 - 12/06/2023
Outputs for Academics 19/09/22 - 17/07/23
Recording Impact on Worktribe On Demand
Data Management Planning for Research 
Students (PgCert 2 Stage only) 15/09/2022 - 11/05/2023
Finding Funding 5/10/2022 - 3/05/2023
Research Resilience and Zen Part II 16/01/2023
Careers after PhD: Industry and Commercial Careers    18/01/2023
Commercialising your Research    25/01/2023
SPARK! Creativity Booster 31/01/2023
The Challenge of Impact 08/02/202
Seven Secrets of Highly Successful Research Students 16/02/2023
Careers after Phd: Marketing yourself to Employers 22/02/2023
Introduction to Intellectual Property    01/03/2023
Introduction to Policy Engagement 08/03/2023
Presenting Confidently at Conferences 09/03/2023
The ECR to Prof Transition 15/03/202
SPSS 16/03/2023
Interdisciplinary Collaboration   22/03/2023
Positive Habits for your Doctorate (PhD for your PhD) 24/03/2023
Careers after PhD: Interviews 29/03/2023
Practical Project Management 05/04/2023
Shameless Self-Promotion 18/04/20 
What’s Your Story? Communicating Your 
Research to the Media and the World 25/04/2023
Fundamentals of Publication Success-  

SGSSS/SGSAH Spring Into Methods and Summer School
Dr App. Video Suport
Welcome to Post Graduate Study
Critical and Analytical Writing
Project Managing your Dissertation
Academic Writing: Sections of your Dissertation
Critical Reading
Writing your Literature Review
Editing and Proofreading your Work
Paraphrasing and Using Direct Quotes   
Using Word to Format Long Documents
Quantitative Analysis, Introduction to SPSS, DELTA
Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: Introduction- Qualitative Epistemologies: Coding                   
Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: Grounded Theory         
Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: Phenomenology
Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: Discourse Analysis
Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: Participatory Action Research
Introduction to Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
The Science of Wellbeing

Shut up and Write! Thursdays
Quick Cross-disciplinary Colloquium Tuesdays
ECRN Coffee Catch-up 2022/2023
Power Hour of Research Wednesdays
Coffee and Blether Wednesdays
Three Minute Thesis Competition Spring 2023
Introduction to ECR Funding Spring 2023
ECR Funding Journeys Spring 2023
Writing a Powerful Lay Summary Spring 2023
Introduction to Systematic Literature Reviews Spring 2023
Open Access: Maximising the Impact of Your Research 2022/2023

Strategies for the Publication Process 02-03-04/05/2023 (3-part workshop)
Annual Research Retreat at the Burn 24-26/05/2023
KnowHOW to SearchSMART 2022/2023
KnowHOW to Reference: RefWorks 2022/2023
KnowHOW to Reference: Harvard 2022/2023

Regular Sessions and Future Events

Online Resources

Mid-career researcher development

EPIGEUM: Advancing your Research Career
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www.epigeum.com

Support researcher career development at 
your institution with flexible and interactive 

training

Epigeum, part of Oxford University Press, creates innovative online 
training programmes for universities and colleges around the world. 
Our new course, Advancing your Research Career: Strategies for 
Research Leadership, supports early and mid-career researchers in 
taking a strategic and reflective approach to advancing their research 
career.

Advancing your Research Career: 
Strategies for Research Leadership

www.epigeum.com

Support researcher career development at 
your institution with flexible and interactive 

training

Epigeum, part of Oxford University Press, creates innovative online 
training programmes for universities and colleges around the world. 
Our new course, Advancing your Research Career: Strategies for 
Research Leadership, supports early and mid-career researchers in 
taking a strategic and reflective approach to advancing their research 
career.

Advancing your Research Career: 
Strategies for Research Leadership

www.epigeum.com

Support researcher career development at 
your institution with flexible and interactive 

training

Epigeum, part of Oxford University Press, creates innovative online 
training programmes for universities and colleges around the world. 
Our new course, Advancing your Research Career: Strategies for 
Research Leadership, supports early and mid-career researchers in 
taking a strategic and reflective approach to advancing their research 
career.

Advancing your Research Career: 
Strategies for Research Leadership

Research careers can be diverse, rewarding, and exciting, yet the move from being 
an early career researcher to becoming a research leader can also be complex and 
challenging. Successful research leadership requires a diverse range of capabilities, 
and often involves balancing an array of different professional roles and relationships, 
as collaboration may take place between a variety of different fields and sectors. 
Developed through a unique process of global collaboration with leading experts 
and institutions, Advancing your Research Career: Strategies for Research Leadership 
supports researchers across all fields and disciplines to take a strategic and reflective 
approach when managing their research career.
 
Made up of ten concise modules, the programme explores the key capabilities 
that underpin research leadership, ensuring that researchers’ career goals are well-
articulated and supported by a professional knowledge base. Through integrating 
opportunities for critical reflection and goal-setting, the programme equips researchers 
with the skills to reflect upon and build an understanding of what leadership looks 
like within their individual fields, ultimately allowing them a clear strategy for career 
advancement.
 
The flexible, modular structure of Advancing your Research Career allows researchers to 
determine their own pathway through the content, in line with their unique needs, role, 
and schedule, or according to institutional requirements. This structure also allows you 
to easily embed content into existing activities and initiatives – demonstrably enhancing 
your current provision with high-quality, online support.

Modules
 
• Actively Managing your 
   Research Career
• Building a Positive Research Culture
• The Value of Mentoring
• Accelerating the Impact of your   
   Research Through Engagement
• Funding your Research

• Leadership for Successful 
   Project Management
• Collaboration
• Managing a Research Team
• Communicating your Research
• Continuing Professional 
    Development Plan

To access all modules, please visit our dedicated Moodle page, Advancing Your 
Research Career

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=103689
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=103689
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Booking

14/10/2022
11:00 - 13:30

RDF Domain: B

Time for Research!
Hugh Kearns

As a busy academic do you feel like you never have enough time to get to your 
research, particularly the writing part? And that other things like students, 
administration, committees, emails, project management etc demand all your 
time? This workshop shows you how to guarantee you spend high quality time on 
your research outputs. It covers prioritising, goal setting and managing competing 
demands in a university context. If you want to increase your research output without 
compromising your work/life balance, then this workshop is for you. Key aspects of this 
workshop have featured in the journal Nature.
 
This workshop will show you how to: 
     - take control of your time 
     - prioritise 
     - stop procrastinating and stay motivated 
     - avoid distractions 
     - say NO (and understand why it is so hard to do so) 
     - balance competing demands 
     - manage email and paperwork 
     - work the slightly less hard way 
     - think more realistically about your research productivity
 
Who is it for?
 
Academic/research staff wishing to manage their time better so they can increase 
their research productivity and improve their work/life balance.

BookingRDF Domain: C

12/10/2022
10:00 - 11:30

Moral Underpinnings 
of Research Ethics
Prof. Steve Olivier

This Early Career Researcher Network session with Professor Steve Olivier introduces 
the philosophical foundations of Research Ethics. Outlining a range of ethical theories, 
Professor Olivier will explore questions of moral decision making, informed consent 
and cultural context in research. Participants will get an opportunity to discuss some of 
most pressing ethical concerns of the contemporary era as well as reflect on their own 
code of ethics and consider how to avoid mistakes and ensure best academic practice.

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Booking
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Nearly done - you’ve submitted the thesis and there’s only the small matter of the viva 
to come (and whatever follows that, of course). What is intended as a clear and positive 
opportunity to present your research and your abilities as a researcher, inevitably, 
can seem unsettling or nerve-racking to many candidates. This workshop is intended 
to clarify the process, practice and possible paths to preparation for the Viva, and 
provide some ideas, suggestions and space to ask what you’d like to know, so the 
nerves aren’t any greater than they need to be.
 
By the end of this workshop you will have:
 
     - clarified the purpose and roles of those involved in the Viva 
     - looked at your view of the process and how that helps and hinders 
     - explored a constructive mindset for approaching the viva process 
     - devised a preparation plan 
     - practiced answering some viva-style questions in a safe environment 
     - asked and discussed questions about the viva and the possible outcomes

17/10/2022 - 09:30 - 12:30
18/10/2022 - 09:30 - 12:30
Attendence on both days 
required to book

Viva!
Dr Jamie McDonald

RDF Domain: A,B

Thinking about progressing in your academic career can be daunting. This workshop is 
designed to help you think strategically about your professional goals and how best to 
plan your actions to achieve these goals. You will outline specific medium- and long-
term career objectives, discuss possible avenues for accomplishing them and choose 
the most efficient steps for reaching said goals, including contingency plans. You will 
analyse your achievements and learn how to best present them to promote career 
growth, and you will plan for desired future achievements. You will create a visual aid 
that you can take home, which will help you follow through these steps in the upcoming 
period. Most importantly, this workshop will help you make your career development 
less stressful and more satisfactory.

Booking

20/10/2022
14:30 - 16:30

Early Career Researchers: Planning 
Career Progression Strategically
Dr Irene Garcia

RDF Domain: B,C

Being able to better understand yourself is the corner stone to good career planning. 
This session is designed to support you in: 
 
     - identifying the right type of opportunities for you  
     - understanding your skills, strengths and weaknesses and your preference 
     - connecting with the ever-changing demands of the world of work and what 
          employers will expect of you 
     - constructing powerful CVs and application forms as well as being able to talk    
         about yourself and your achievements at interview 
 
The workshop will introduce you to the importance of self-awareness to effective 
career planning, providing you with access to tools and resources to increase your 
understanding of who you are and what you have to offer future employers. It will 
help you identify any development areas you may need to work on in relation to the 
ever-changing demands of employers. Strong self-awareness is also critical for being 
able to construct winning applications, (CVs, application forms, etc), and to impress 
at interview.  

Booking

26/10/2022
11:00 - 12:30

Careers After PhD: Developing 
your Personal Awareness
Will Ritchie

RDF Domain: B

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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How can it be that so many clever, competent and capable people can feel that they 
are just one step away from being exposed as a complete fraud? Despite evidence 
that they are performing well they can still have that lurking fear that at any moment 
someone is going to tap them on the shoulder and say We need to have a chat. 
The session will explain why high performing people often doubt their abilities and find 
it hard to enjoy their successes. It will also show the links to perfectionism and self-
handicapping strategies such as procrastination, avoidance and overcommitment. 

At the end of this session you will: 
     - know what the latest psychological research tells us about the imposter syndrome  
          is and how it operates 
     - realise how widespread imposter feelings are and why highly successful people 
          can feel like frauds 
     - be aware of evidence-based strategies that reduce imposter feelings
 
The companion book to this workshop is entitled The Imposter Syndrome.

Booking

04/11/2022
11:00 - 13:30

Imposter Syndrome: Why Successful 
People Often Feel Like Frauds
Hugh Kearns

RDF Domain: B

Booking

The challenge of impact: we all want our research to make a positive difference in 
the world and to emphasise its public value, but connecting research to policy and 
practice is complex. Drawing on his experience of working with police organisations, 
Prof. Fyfe will look at different models we can develop to facilitate greater use of 
research evidence by policy makers and practitioners.

27/10/2022
12:00 - 13:30

Why Research Culture Matters
Prof. Nick Fyfe

RDF Domain: B,C,D

Join us for this full-day course which will provide an introduction to the theory and 
practice of teaching and learning, equipping you with the skills to begin teaching and 
demonstrating. The session is targeted towards research students who are beginning 
to teach but will be relevant for any colleague who is new to teaching here at RGU.  
 
Please note that a certificate of completion of this course is compulsory for any 
student looking to commence teaching and demonstrating at RGU. However, it does 
not automatically guarantee an offer of teaching duties as all recruitment decisions 
rest with individual Academic Schools.

Booking

Introduction to Teaching and Demonstrating
Dr Lindsey Masson

RDF Domain: A,D

27/10/2022 - 10:00 - 16:00
16/02/2023 - 10:00 - 16:00
08/06/2023 - 10:00 - 16:00

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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This session discusses plagiarism, which involves presenting someone else’s work or 
ideas as your own, and explains how you can avoid this in your academic writing. In the 
UK, academic writing is evidence based, and it is important that you understand how to 
incorporate sources successfully into your written work.  The session will also discuss 
additional ways you can avoid potential academic misconduct in assessments. 

Booking

17/11/2022 - 
12/04/2023
10:00-12:00

How to Avoid Plagiarism and 
Maintain your Academic Integrity
Dr Karry Karam

RDF Domain: A,C

Booking

Attending a conference is not just about presenting a paper or listening to exciting 
panel discussions. One of the most important aspects of conference-going is 
networking. Who you meet and how you engage with them determines your chances 
of working with others in the future, creates the potential for collaborative projects 
and, in general, affects how you are known and thought of within a larger circle. The 
development of a network is one of the pillars of academic success, and there are 
many ways in which to foster its growth. This workshop will provide you with the tools 
and practical experience to tackle any networking situation more effectively (and with 
higher confidence) and you will learn how to best lead and participate in collaborative 
work. Moreover, this workshop will provide the tools for and inspire discussion on 
engaging in effective online-only networking during these difficult times.

24/11/2022
14:30 - 16:30

Networking in Academia
Dr Irene Garcia

RDF Domain: B

Booking

Considering a career in academia? This session will unpick the variety of opportunities 
an academic career can offer. We will also discover how to build relevant experience 
and networks as you progress your research to be able to position yourself as a 
strong candidate able to compete successfully for university-based lecturing and 
research positions. 

09/11/2022
11:00 - 12:30

Careers After PhD: 
Careers in Academia
Will Ritchie

RDF Domain: B

Booking

We live in an online world where lives, work and memes are constantly shared around 
the globe. This session will help you find your online voice in a crowed internet as you 
explore how you share your work through social media. Explore how and why you 
should share your work online and how to make the most of the content and contacts 
that you find there. 
Following this workshop, you should be able to:   
 
     - understand how your research can fit into the social media landscape  
     - prepare high-quality content for various platforms  
     - know how to get started building followings and creating conversations  
     - understand the unique use of each platform 

16/11/2022
13:00 - 16:00

Getting Social
Dr Jamie Gallagher

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

This session with Chris Moule and Graham Carter will provide insight into how your research 
activity can be contextualised and articulated to have meaning in a complex world.
 
It will provide you with invaluable tools, techniques, and the confidence, to deliver a 
short, impactful statement that will capture attention and allow you ‘sell yourself’ and 
your research in various contexts. Strategies explored in this workshop will be extremely 
useful when delivering oral presentations, drafting a proposal and speaking to people 
outside of academia about your work.

03/11/2022
10:30 - 13:00

Understanding Your 
Audience: Elevator Pitch
Chris Moule and Dr Graham Carter

RDF Domain: A,D

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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This workshop with Dr Sally-Shakti Willow will look at different aspects of composing 
your doctoral thesis: from fostering positive attitudes, to working on academic 
language, to making sure that the entire piece is well structured and gets your 
research message across. The first session is particularly relevant today, when we are 
working in isolation and may be struggling with distractions, motivation and resilience. 
It is designed to support PhD students with writing strategies to help with stress relief, 
boost your creative writing process, overcome writer’s block and feel more productive 
and positive about your PhD. 

Booking

25/11/2022
11:00 - 13:00

Writing as Thinking
Dr Sally-Shakti Willow

RDF Domain: A,B

This workshop with Dr Sally-Shakti Willow will help you move from content-creation 
to reader-consideration, as you begin to see your academic writing in its wider 
context. You’ll share ideas for keeping your reader in mind while writing, and practice 
techniques for helping your reader to understand and navigate your text.

Booking

02/12/2022
11:00 - 13:00

Writing as Signposting
Dr Sally-Shakti Willow

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

As you already know, the ups and downs of a PhD can be many. Indeed, they are an 
inevitable, and necessary, part of the process. After all, “if we knew what we were 
doing, it wouldn’t be research”. And, when approached with a flexible and constructive 
point of view, even those moments of not-knowing and challenge can be enjoyable and 
productive. So, how do you gain something positive from the 
challenges and make the most of the successes on the journey ahead? 
This highly interactive, ½-day session (delivered live, online) dedicates time to reflecting 
on mindset and perspective, and introduces a set of methods to overcome challenges 
and learn from experience. By working with your peers, you’ll practice the attitudes 
and skills to support yourself and others, and set practical, accountable actions. In so 
doing, you’ll learn vital approaches that develop your resourcefulness, insight and skills 
for the future. 
 
More specifically, by the end of the workshops, you’ll: 
     - understand the differences, and impacts, of mindset on you and your research 
     - practiced tools to extract learning from your experience and apply it to 
         real situations 
     - highlighted what supports you, and others, in responding to change 
     - know how to use different models and tools for making change and 
          enhancing resilience 
     - used solution-focussed coaching to address challenges effectively.

05/12/2022
09:30 - 12:30

Research Resilience and Zen Part I
Dr Jamie McDonald

RDF Domain: B

Booking

From 1st July 2021, applications are open for the new Graduate Route Visa which allows 
international graduates to stay in the UK for up to three years if you have a PhD/PGR to 
work or look for work. The session will explore what you need to know about this new 
visa route and how it connects with the recently updated Skilled Worker Route Visa for 
graduates who wish to work more permanently in the UK. 
Although the focus of the session is the Graduate Route and the Skilled Worker Route we 
will also touch on other visa/immigration routes.

07/12/2022
11:00 - 12:30

Careers After PhD: 
Visas and Immigration
Will Ritchie

RDF Domain: B

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Having trouble seeing the bigger picture? If you’re getting stuck on the minor details 
and losing focus on your project overall, this session will help you to reorient your thinking 
to consider the overall shape and structure of your academic writing. This will help you 
get clear on your argument and make connections between the parts of the whole.

Booking

09/12/2022
11:00 - 13:00

Writing as Narrative
Dr Sally-Shakti Willow

RDF Domain: A,D

Improve your data analysis skills with our one-day and half-day advanced courses. 
These courses are designed for those who are currently using NVivo and want to 
explore the advance features. It will enable you to efficiently classify, analyse and 
visualise your data in readiness for writing-up. The structure of the day is flexible and is 
tailored to the needs of the participants.

In the morning session you will learn to:
     - examine your thematic coding framework, to identify repetition of nodes and 
         streamline
     - cluster related nodes, sort, merge, relocate, rename, and restructure your 
          thematic coding, if necessary, to allow for efficient analysis
     - test for relational coding and check the ability of your thematic coding framework 
          to answer your research questions
     - classify your data (subjects) by their demographic attributes and values
     - use a variety of queries – coding, matrix, cross-tabulation, compound, comparison 
         and group queries to ask questions and gather coded references to answer them
     - use sets to group sources and search folders to filter data to help to ask specific 
          research questions
In the afternoon session you will learn how to:
     - use charts, maps, and diagrams to explore and to conduct in-depth analyses and 
          to generate output for presentations
     - create Framework Matrices – a data reduction methodology developed by Liz 
         Spencer and Jane Ritchie of NatCen to conduct case by case analysis
        of policy document, structured data or systematic reviews
     - use the remaining time to work on your own project and receive
          individual support from the tutor.

Booking

09/12/2022
11:00 - 13:00

NVivo
Elizabeth Wiredu

RDF Domain: A

Booking

This session is key! Everything you’ve done up to now has led you here. How do you 
make the leap to your best possible writing? Focusing on planning in time for editing 
and redrafting before submission, this workshop with Dr Sally-Shakti Willow will help 
you learn how to maximise your own potential as an academic writer.

16/12/2022 
11:00 - 13:00

Writing as Editing
Dr Sally-Shakti Willow

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

RGU now has an interface between our finance system (CEDAR) and Worktribe.  
Contact Jane Williams to set up a session for PIs and School support staff to learn 
about how to access this information on your live projects on Worktribe. 
 
For additional video resources available on-line, visit Make Worktribe Work For You page.

Available on-demand, to book please e-mail j.williams6@rgu.ac.uk

Expenditure and Actuals on Worktribe 
Jane Williams

RDF Domain: C

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://web.microsoftstream.com/channel/49def62f-e94a-438c-bd97-0902dddac04c
mailto:j.williams6%40rgu.ac.uk?subject=


BookingRDF Domain: D
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Booking

15 16

Worktribe is RGU’s Research Management System. 
It allows you to create your research profile which connects you with all the other 
academics at theuniversity and increases the visibility of your work in the research 
community. 
 
Setting up your Worktribe profile is also necessary to generate your personal web 
page on the RGU website – a significant step in building your academic identity, making 
your research interests and achievements visible globally to anyone on-line. 
 
This session is an introduction which will allow you to start populating your page on 
Worktribe and practice creating a research project. You must register for the session 
so that a login can be generated for you in advance 
 
For additional resources available on-line, visit Make Worktribe Work For You page.

Getting Started with Worktribe
Jane Williams

14/09/2022 - 13:00
20/10/2022 - 13:00
09/11/2022 - 13:30
11/01/2023 - 14:00
09/02/2023 - 14:00
07/03/2023 - 10:00
10/05/2023 - 13:30
12/06/2023 - 14:00

The purpose of this training is to introduce the “Outputs” module of Worktribe and 
enable you to begin adding your own outputs to the system. The training should take 
no more than an hour and will primarily consist of a live demonstration as we show you: 

1. How to find outputs that are already on the system. 
2. How to create new output records. 
3. How the Publications Team process output records for addition toOpenAIR. 
 
For additional video resources available on-line, visit Make Worktribe Work For You page.

To book, please e-mail publications@rgu.ac.uk

Outputs for Academics
George Bray

RDF Domain: D

19/09/22 - 15:00 
18/10/22 - 09:00                
16/11/22 - 11:00                   
15/12/22 - 15:00  
20/01/23 - 09:00   
20/02/23 - 11:00                   
21/03/23 - 15:00               
19/04/23 - 09:00           
18/05/23 - 11:00                    
16/06/23 - 15:00              
17/07/23 - 09:00

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://web.microsoftstream.com/channel/49def62f-e94a-438c-bd97-0902dddac04c
https://web.microsoftstream.com/channel/49def62f-e94a-438c-bd97-0902dddac04c
mailto:publications%40rgu.ac.uk?subject=
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Booking

Learn how to record all sorts of items in one place, to track the impact of your 
research. This session is useful for research groups and teams. 
 
For additional video resources available on-line, visit Make Worktribe Work For You page.

Available on-demand, to book please e-mail j.williams6@rgu.ac.uk

Recording Impact on Worktribe
Jane Williams

RDF Domain: D

Having a good data management plan helps research students with study design and 
methodology. This session takes research students through the DMP on-line tool and 
is suitable for students who have completed their literature review and are starting to 
think about collecting or generating research data.

15/09/2022 - 14:00 - 14:30
12/01/2023 - 13:00 - 13:45
11/05/2023 - 10:00 - 10:45

Booking

Data Management Planning for Research 
Students (PgCert 2 Stage only)
Jane Williams

RDF Domain: A,C,D

These sessions introduce Research Professional - a global database of grant calls. 
Participants will lern how to search for funding opportunities based on discipline and 
set up useful alerts. To book please e-mail Research@rgu.ac.uk

5/10/2022 - 14:00 - 14:45 
8/02/2023 - 14:00 - 14:45 
3/05/2023 - 14:00 - 14:45

Booking

Finding Funding
Research Strategy and Policy

RDF Domain: C

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://web.microsoftstream.com/channel/49def62f-e94a-438c-bd97-0902dddac04c
mailto:j.williams6%40rgu.ac.uk?subject=
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
mailto:Research%40rgu.ac.uk?subject=
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Booking

Second part of the workshop allowing participants to: 
     - understand the differences, and impacts, of mindset 
      on you and your research 
     - practiced tools to extract learning from your experience and apply it to 
      real situations 
     - highlighted what supports you, and others, in responding to change 
     - know how to use different models and tools for making change and 
      enhancing resilience 
     - used solution-focussed coaching to address challenges effectively.

Research Resilience and Zen Part II
Dr Jamie McDonald

16/01/2023
09:30 - 12:30

RDF Domain: B

Booking

How does your research and your skills as a researcher connect you to opportunities 
in the world of industry and commerce? What value added can you bring to any 
organisation either directly related to your discipline area or divergent from it? This 
session will also explore the needs of industry within the context of the 4th industrial 
revolution (the rise of automation and learning machines, artificial intelligence, big 
data, augmented reality etc) and how this potentially presents enhanced opportunities 
for PGR students to capitalise on.

18/01/2023
11:00 - 12:30

Careers after PhD: Industry 
and Commercial Careers
Will Ritchie

RDF Domain: B,D

Booking

Booking

This course looks at understanding why and when research should be commercialised. 
It considers the strategies for commercialisation of ideas and new technologies. This 
will offer the use of an options appraisal including the creation of a spin-out company 
and licensing/sale of IP and the planning and governance required. 

25/01/2023
10:30 - 12:00

Commercialising your Research
Chris Moule and Dr Graham Carter

RDF Domain: B,D

The Spark! programme comprises a motivational, pre-workshop video, a three hour 
live workshop filled with creativity exercises grounded in your thesis, and a one-to-one 
inspiring coaching session with Chartered Psychologist, Dr Natalie Lancer.  
 
In academia, our playful creativity can become stifled. People often lose the joy in their 
academic work: their work becomes task oriented rather than creative. The workshop 
exercises in Spark! will reconnect you to your research and writing with levity and joy, 
helping you remember what you bring to your own work. The exercises are deeply 
reflective and reflexive, which will result in your writing becoming more vibrant. These 
exercises will allow you to tap into creative pathways and allow new perspectives on 
your work to surface, giving you a way forward to think about your work in alternative 
directions. As one previous delegate said, “They move you out of ‘head down’ mode 
into ‘head up’ mode”. 
 
In the half hour one-to-one coaching session, you can discuss anything with Dr Natalie 
Lancer, to help you move forward in your work. This ranges from asking for feedback 
on up to two pages of work, discussing anxieties and how to be more confident in 
your work, developing your authorial voice, how to overcome procrastination and 
increase productivity to managing up your supervisor and your work-life balance. All 
sessions are confidential.The resulting super-charged experience will jumpstart your 
thesis progress. 

31/01/2023
10:00 - 13:00

SPARK! Creativity Booster
Dr Natalie Lancer

RDF Domain: B

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Booking

The challenge of impact: we all want our research to make a positive difference 
in the world and to emphasise its public value, but connecting research to policy 
and practice is complex.  Drawing on my own experience of working with police 
organisations, I will look at different models we can develop to facilitate greater use of 
research evidence by policy makers and practitioners.

08/02/2023
10:00 - 11:30

The Challenge of Impact
Prof. Nick Fyfe

RDF Domain: B,C,D

Booking

What do research students do to finish on time, to overcome isolation, doubt and 
writer’s block, and to enjoy the process? And just as importantly what do they do in 
order to spend guilt-free time with their family and friends and perhaps even have 
holidays? If this sounds appealing, then this session will be of particular use to you. 
This workshop describes the key habits that our research and experience with 
thousands of students shows will make a difference to how quickly and easily you 
complete your project. Just as importantly, these habits can greatly reduce the stress 
and increase the pleasure involved in completing a PhD. 
 
The workshop helps you to understand how to increase your effectiveness and 
outcomes in the following key areas: 
     - how you deal with your supervisor 
     - how you structure your study time 
     - your attitude (or lack thereof!) in relation to your research 
     - dealing with writer’s block or having difficulty writing 
     - getting the help you need when you are stuck 
     - juggling multiple commitments and never having enough time 
     - keeping on going when the going gets tough 
 
The companion book to this workshop is The Seven Secrets of Highly Successful 
Research Students.

16/02/2023
11:00 - 13:30

Seven Secrets of Highly 
Successful Research Students
Hugh Kearns 

RDF Domain: A,B

Booking

During this session you will be introduced to the various forms of intellectual property 
protection available under law and get insight into the advantages and disadvantages 
of IP protection, administration and management.  The workshop will also shine a light 
on effective IP strategies through use of case studies and examine alternatives to 
formal IP protections. 

01/03/2023
10:30 - 12:00

Introduction to 
Intellectual Property
Dr Graham Carter and Chris Moule

RDF Domain: C

Having developed and fine-tuned your self-awareness and connected this new 
understanding of you to options and ideas in both academia and industry, this session 
will focus more on telling the story of ‘you’ in an effective, focused and concise way. 
This will allow you to present and promote exactly what employers need to know about 
you, (not necessarily the same as what you yourself might want to tell them!) We look 
at CVs, elevator pitches, application forms and interviews.

22/02/2023
11:00 - 12:30

Careers after PhD: Marketing 
yourself to Employers
Will Ritchie

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Booking

How can my research be picked up by policymakers? How do governments and 
parliaments use research? Can I engage with policy without being ‘political’? Does 
government hire PhDs? Is government interested in qualitative research? Are there 
policy internships? Researchers have an opportunity to influence the world of 
government policy in a number of ways but often it seems as if doing so is restricted to 
a select few. This session will scotch a few myths and offer a few suggestions on how 
to get you research noticed by policymakers. The discussion will be led by Nick Bibby, 
director of the Scottish Policy & Research Exchange (www.spre.scot / @SPRExchnage).

08/03/2023
10:00 - 12:00

Introduction to 
Policy Engagement
Nick Bibby, SPRE

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

Presenting your research at a conference or seminar is a fundamental activity in any 
academic career, and it is also a task that can make a large portion of the research 
community feel anxious. This workshop will show you techniques for presenting 
effectively and best engaging your audience. Most importantly, this workshop will help 
you work through your fears before a presentation and help you to feel more confident 
in such situations. It will build a foundation of presentation techniques for both in-
person and online presentations.  

09/03/2023
14:30 - 16:00

Presenting Confidently 
at Conferences
Dr Irene Garcia

RDF Domain: A,D

From Early Career Researcher to Professor - the academic pathway is not always 
one that is easy to follow. The trajectory can be influenced by colleagues, competing 
work demands, family and friends, opportunity to gain professional and personal 
growth. Using my experince of transitioning from being an ECR to becoming a 
Professor, I will deminstrate how you can use a diverse range of experiences to 
gain transferable skills that help you to successfully navigate along the academic 
progression path.

15/03/2023
10:00 - 12:00

The ECR to Prof. Transition
Prof. Lynn Killbride

RDF Domain: B,D

Booking

This one-day course is designed to help a complete beginner to acquire the skill 
necessary to create SPSS files from paper-based questionnaire responses, import 
Excel datasheet or Online Survey data into SPSS for analysis; and correctly generate 
descriptive statistics and graphical summaries. You will learn to use a number of data 
manipulation techniques including: recode, count occurrence, select cases given a 
criteria, split files, compute, and multiple response data summary statistics. 
Section 1: Explore SPSS using a sample data file 
Section 2: Create a new SPSS file and summarise the data. 
Section 3: Data Manipulation Techniques

16/03/2023
09:30 - 16:00

SPSS
Elizabeth Wiredu

RDF Domain: A

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Learn about the skills required for interdisciplinary working and gain the tools 
and techniques that will support communication when thinking collectively about 
complex problems. A multidisciplinary approach requires a combination of skills 
including a willingness to listen and learn about other disciplines, to see patterns 
and make connections, to have a wideranging network, to ask insightful questions, 
facilitate others to take part, problem solve in a solution focussed way and to be open 
and creative. Participants will identify the skills they can bring to multidisciplinary 
endeavours and learn practical techniques they can apply to support communication, 
collaboration and conflict resolution. The workshop will allow you to: 
     - explore concepts and approaches of different disciplines. 
     - learn to leverage the expertise of all 
     - understand group decision-making techniques 
     - consider mechanisms to cope with conflict 
     - identify opportunities for multidisciplinary collaboration.

22/03/2023
10:00 - 13:30

Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Skillfluence

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

What are the habits that you need to get into, in order to arrive at submission day in 
good health and with a smile on your face?  

You know how much better you feel when you are organised, when you are taking 
exercise and eating well, and when life feels calm and happy. This workshop will guide 
you through three key areas that will lead to greater physical and mental wellbeing: 
     - get organised 
     - keep healthy 
     - stay calm. 
 
You will learn top tips for getting organised including staying on top of your emails. Find 
out the easiest ways to eat healthily without having to think too hard about it. Make a 
plan to keep active throughout your PhD. Learn the main things that stop you sleeping 
and ways to get a great night’s sleep. Finally take a bit of time to learn some calming 
techniques including mindfulness.  
 
Delivered over Zoom, this 3 hour workshop is fun and interactive and is packed with 
tips for getting you across the finish line in great shape.

24/03/2023
09:30 - 12:30

Positive Habits for your 
Doctorate (PhD for your PhD)
Marie Paterson

RDF Domain: B

Booking

This session will cover the complexities of competitive recruitment and selection 
interview. We will explore different types of interviews you may face – from telephone 
screening though panel interviews and ‘partner’ interviews. 
We will cover preparation and understanding, top hints and tips as well as exploring 
best practice response styles.  Be warned this session includes an audience 
participation practice session / role play. The session concludes with a next-steps-
exploration of our new Interview 360 online simulation tool and how you can arrange a 
mock session with one of the Careers Consultants.

29/03/2023
11:00 - 12:30

Careers after PhD: Interviews
Will Ritchie

RDF Domain: B

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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The role of a project manager is an interesting one. Designed to ensure the on-time, 
onspecification delivery of a project via a team of individuals who do not necessarily 
work for you, against strict deadlines and often changing goalposts it can seem 
challenging. Yet for many of us it has become an incredibly stimulating and rewarding, 
of somewhat hectic, career. As researchers we may wonder why we need to become 
experts at project management. Project management techniques are vital to the 
successful delivery of research projects, and can help you to ‘stand out from the 
crowd’ in a field of highly competent researchers. This workshop will allow you as 
a developing researcher and project manager to understand the key principles of 
project management as applied to your research project, and to explore and practice 
some very practical tools and techniques in order to ensure that the PhD is delivered 
on time, within budget and to the required quality. The aim of this programme is for 
participants to apply project management principles to their PhD. By the end of the 
programme participants will have a clear overview of typical issues within research 
project management, an understanding of where things can go wrong and how to 
prove to other people that their PhD was managed according to sound principles and 
practice. 

The course is extremely practical and will will focus particularly on: 
     - scoping 
     - project planning including contingency planning 
     - risk management 
     - stakeholder management 
     - appropriate reporting.
 
In addition to the opportunity to use the project management processes in practice, 
the workshop will give a clear indication of why projects fail, and an indication of how 
to tackle some of the most frequent challenges facing those undertaking a career 
in research and project management. This course is suitable for all early career 
researchers, from brand new PhDs through to early post-doc positions, as well as for 
individuals supporting thee research roles.

A05/04/2023
09:30 - 16:30

Practical Project Management
Dr Caron Fraser Wood

RDF Domain: A,B

Booking

It’s tempting to think that if you are clever and work hard then people will notice and 
shower you with rewards. Tempting but probably not true. As well as being clever 
and working hard you also need to be able to promote yourself. In this workshop you 
will learn strategies for: putting yourself out there, asking for what you want, taking 
responsibility – not waiting for it to happen, developing your one minute pitch and 
presenting yourself effectively for promotions, grants, awards
 
This workshop will look at: 
     - asking for what you want 
     - why waiting isn’t enough 
     - using convincing language  
     - self promotion 
     - networking, mentoring and collaborating 
     - putting yourself in the spotlight 
     - media and other methods to communicate. 
 
Who is it for 
Academics, researchers and research students. More suitable for academics than PHD 
students but the latter will still find it useful.

18/04/2023
11:00 - 13:30

Shameless Self-Promotion
Hugh Kearns 

RDF Domain: A,B,D

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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This full-day on-campus workshop presented by Chris Stewart and Kate Ravilious 
allows researchers to expand their communication toolbox, from understanding 
different audiences and defining communication goals, to exploring ways to tailor 
their message to specific groups. You’ll explore the wide landscape of communication 
channels, from social media, YouTube and podcasts, to mainstream print, radio and 
TV. Participants then hone their presentation and interview techniques, and practice 
dealing with challenging topics and difficult interviews. 
 
This workshop is open to everyone in the research community but it would be 
particularly useful to scholars who have already completed their PhD. Maximum 
number of participants is 20  to allow for individual participation and feedback during 
the workshop.

Booking

25/04/2023
09:00 - 17:00

What’s Your Story? Communicating Your 
Research to the Media and the World
Chris Stewart and Kate Revilious

RDF Domain: A,D

Booking

How are you approaching getting published? Are you (passively) writing up your 
research, submitting your article and hoping for the best?   Or are you (proactively) 
doing your best to get your work published in your intended journal?  If it’s more the 
former than the latter, that’s OK: this course aims to help you be more proactive than 
we often think we can be within the publication process.  

To do this:
 
     - Module 1, ‘Proactive strategies for a successful publication process’, explores a 
          range of practical tips and useful insights – including Belcher’s ‘dynamite tactic’ 
          and what editors want – to help you maximise your paper’s potential within the    
          publication process.   
 
     - Module 2, ‘Fundamentals of Clear Writing’, takes as its starting point Nature’s 
          essential advice for publication success: ‘Imagine your research as telling a story. 
          Start by asking a big question and form a logical argument.’  But what constitutes 
          a ‘logical argument’ is culturally specific and often only implicitly defined in English.  
          So to meet Nature’s advice, we explore, amongst many other things, how 
          academic English ‘works’ and a simple, fundamental organising principle to make 
          your writing clear.   
 
     - Module 3: ‘Effective Drafting and Editing’ starts by uncovering the expected           
          persuasive pattern of Introductions, Conclusions and Abstracts, which then serve 
          as templates to help you write more efficiently and effectively. It then explores    
          your own approach to writing so that you can work to your strengths.  It closes 
          with a range of practical editing strategies to help you maximise your 
         publication success.  

02-03-04/05/2023 
(3-part workshop)
10:00 - 13:00

Fundamentals of Publication Success- 
Strategies for the Publication Process
Dr Matt Lane

RDF Domain: A,D

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Researchers have to be able to share their work in succinct and memorable ways – 
whether that’s at a conference, working with partners or engaging the public. Through 
a series of interactive workshops led by engagement consultant Dr Jamie Gallagher 
you will explore how to share your work in the most interesting and effective way. You 
will discover how to delivery confident presentations; make the most of conferences; 
form meaningful partnerships and enthuse and inspire the public. The sessions will 
involve a mix of group work, independent planning and discussion topics ensuring you 
are in the best possible position to share the importance of your research.  
  
About the Trainer  
Jamie is an award-winning communicator and engagement professional with over 
ten years’ experience in the delivery engagement projects across the world. Working 
across dozens of institutions and subject areas he has helped researchers improve 
the reach, profile and impact of research engagement in almost every academic 
discipline. 
  
  
Objectives 
At the end of the workshop participants will be able to: 
     - Understand how to turn research into a compelling narrative 
     - Prepare high-quality engagement plans and activities 
     - Recognise the benefits of external engagement and how to achieve them 
     - Understand the use of evaluation for reporting and monitoring 
     - Prepare a high quality, engaging pitch/presentation 
     - Feel comfortable and confident while delivering talks 
     - Understand the use of language, body language and visualisation in presenting

24-26/05/2023Annual Research Retreat at the Burn
Dr Jamie Gallagher/Graduate School

RDF Domain: A,B,D

Booking

Booking

Are you passionate about your research? Do you believe your work can make a 
difference? Can you communicate your thesis message compellingly to an audience 
outside your academic field in just three minutes? Get ready for the challenge and join 
RGU’s first on-line 3 Minute Thesis Competition!  
 
®3MT is an academic competition developed by the University of Queensland, 
Australia. It challenges doctoral candidates to present a powerful spoken presentation 
on their research topic and its significance in just three minutes. Its success has led 
to the establishment of local and national competitions across the globe. Since 2014, 
Vitae have hosted the UK national ®3MT which is the culmination competition for 
finalists from universities across the country – this could be YOU! 
 
For further details, visit the official VITAE 3MT page and look out for future e-mails! 
Videos of many winners from previous years are also available on Youtube and the 
official website.

Spring 2023
Three Minute Thesis 
Competition
VITAE/Graduate School

RDF Domain: A,D

This session is be devoted to an overview of funding streams available to ECRs as 
well as support and guidance offered at the Research Strategy and Policy Office. 
In our Zoom room, we’ll welcome funding experts who will talk about ECR funding 
opportunities, Research Professional as well as strategies to build successful funding-
oriented networks. The session will have an interactive format encouraging an informal 
exchange of experiences, ideas and challenges specific to ECRs in the area of funding. 

Spring 2023Introduction to ECR Funding
Research Strategy and Policy

RDF Domain: B,C

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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Booking

In this interactive session, Research Strategy and Policy Team will offer insights into 
funding application journeys they have been involved with over the years. We will look 
at specific examples of bids that have been collaboratively developed illuminating 
the process from an initial idea to a well-articulated submission. We will explore the 
differences between a grant application and a research paper, discuss good and bad 
practice and compare different types and versions of applications to illustrate what 
funding bodies are looking fo

Spring 2023ECR Funding Journeys
Research Strategy and Policy

RDF Domain: B,C

Booking

Lay summary constitutes a crucial part of many funding applications. It’s meant to 
help funders understand the essence of the proposed  research, coherently showing 
the rationale behind the proposed study, its aims and future impact. Seemingly 
straight forward, this short piece of writing poses significant challenges to scholars 
who struggle with adjusting their language and pitch when communicating ideas in a 
lay context. In this practical session, we will guide you through the dos and the don’ts of 
writing a good lay summary.

Spring 2023Writing a Powerful Lay Summary
Research Strategy and Policy

RDF Domain: A,B,C,D

This full-day workshop will run on campus and we encourage locally-based students to 
join us there as the workshop will include interactive activities 
 
If you’re unable to join in person, you’ll be able to participate via Zoom. 
Another workshop on systematic reviews will also run in June in Edinburgh, as part of 
SGSSS Summer School.
 
Introduction to systematic reviews 
This workshop introduces students to methods of systematic reviews.  
The aim of this workshop is to prepare post graduate students for undertaking work 
with the literature as part of their studies.  
 
This workshop will provide participants with the knowledge and a range of practical 
tools required for conducting a systematic review. A range of approaches to evidence 
synthesis and systematic reviews will be considered. The workshop will consist of 
lectures and opportunities for participants to discuss and develop their own reviews 
through interactive group work and discussions.
 
The key areas covered will include: 
     - identifying different types of literature/systematic reviews 
     - developing an answerable systematic review question 
     - defining inclusion and exclusion criteria for a systematic review 
     - developing a search strategy 
     - selecting studies and assess their quality 
     - extracting and appraising evidence from included studies 
     - synthesising and writing up the findings of a systematic review.

Booking

Spring 2023
Introduction to Systematic 
Literature Reviews
Prof. Catriona Kennedy and Dr Siew Lee

RDF Domain: A

https://campusmoodle.rgu.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=101181
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This workshop explains what Open Access is and why it is an important concept for 
researchers. During the event, participants will learn more about how RGU supports Open 
Access and how to make their own outputs openly available. It will also be an opportunity 
for participants to explore the confusing landscape of funder requirements and publisher 
restrictions surrounding Open Access, and to discuss topics such as open licensing 
and best practices for research dissemination. Please direct any questions to the 
Publications Team.

Booking

2022/2023
Open Access: Maximising the 
Impact of Your Research 
George Bray, RGU Library Services

RDF Domain: A,C,D

These workshops will explain how to search databases to find academic resources to 
support your assignments, study and research. The session will demonstrate useful 
searching tips and techniques to make your literature search more effective. 
Each session has a subject focus so we can show you the best resources for your 
subject area. These are: 
 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Aberdeen Business School 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Applied Social Studies 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Architecture and Built Environment  
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: School of Computing 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Creative and Cultural Business 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Engineering 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Health Sciences 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Law 
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Nursing and Midwifery   
KnowHOW To SearchSMART: Pharmacy and Life Sciences

Booking

2022/2023KnowHOW to SearchSMART 
Colin MacLean, RGU Library Services

RDF Domain: A

This KnowHOW session will introduce you to our RefWorks referencing management 
software, showing you how to create an account, store your references, insert citations 
into your text and create a reference list for your work. Please note that we will 
demonstrate using the Harvard style, therefore, if you are required to use Vancouver, 
APA or OSCOLA, please contact the library support team to discuss 
library.support@rgu.ac.uk.

Booking

2022/2023KnowHOW to Reference: RefWorks
Colin MacLean, RGU Library Services

RDF Domain: A

These sessions will cover the basic mechanics of referencing in the RGU Harvard style. 
Although these workshops are aimed at beginners, if you have prior experience but 
would like a refresher, then please feel free to sign up.
 
Please note: If you are required to use a different style of referencing, such as 
Vancouver or APA, please contact the library support team to arrange a session 
library.support@rgu.ac.uk

2022/2023KnowHOW to Reference: Harvard
Colin MacLean, RGU Library Services

Booking

mailto:%20publications%40rgu.ac.uk?subject=
https://library.rgu.ac.uk/classes
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Shut Up and Write! is a regular writing session which has been organised around 
the world and helped writers to: boost motivation and productivity, feel part of a 
supportive community who understand what you are going through, achieve realistic 
goals and, most of all, stay positive about your PhD.
 
We meet regularly to set up a good routine based on the Pomodoro Technique. Each 
session has a facilitator, (Pomodoro Master), who offers guidance and support while 
also ensuring discipline. We set our writing goals at the beginning and work towards 
them. The ‘writing sprints’ are short but interrupting others, the use of mobile phones 
and browsing internet is not permitted when writing. Breaks to relax, re-charge the 
batteries and discuss progress are scheduled in between writing phases.

No need to book. To attend, join us on Zoom

Thursdays
10:00 - 12:00

Shut up and Write!
Paula Sledzinska

RDF Domain: A,B

The session is part of the activity programme developed to bring the research 
community together when working remotely. The aim of the Colloquium is to keep our 
students and staff engaged in  research, spark discussions, spot crossovers, increase 
confidence when preparing for conference appearances and offer support in an 
informal setting. We would, therefore, encourage all of you to join in, irrespective of 
your own research interests. By participating, you will support fellow PhD students as 
well as help to foster research culture at the University.
 
The format of the presentations will be 5 x 5:  five slides over approximately five 
minutes. Every week, two students will present their own research, followed by chance 
for discussion and questions. You do not need to be an expert to get involved: the 
format of the session offers a chance for scholars from different disciplines to come 
together and engage in a conversation based on various research projects currently 
undertaken at RGU.
 
When planning your presentation, it is beneficial to approach your topic in a broad 
sense -  i.e.,  rather than delve into highly advanced detail, focus on what you are aiming 
for in your research project, how it fills the ‘knowledge gap’, why it matters and what 
impact you are hoping your work to  have within your academic  discipline and beyond.

Further details will be advertised later in the acaedmic year.

TuesdaysQuick Cross-disciplinary Colloquium
Paula Sledzinska

RDF Domain: A,D

2022/2023ECRN Coffee Catch-up
Paula Sledzinska

ECR Coffee Catch-ups are an opportunity to informally discuss research, exchange 
ideas and share experiences of the ECR journey in a peer environment. The network 
aims to increase visibility of the ECR community at the University, offer space to 
network and strengthen interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration. 
 
For details of upcoming sessions please contact Paula Sledzinska on 
p.sledzinska@rgu.ac.uk.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/873495602?pwd=QVh0YjB3cEwwQUsydXorZk9ib3RGUT09
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First and third Wednesday 
of the month
10:30-11:30

Coffee and Blether
Graduate School

Regular catch up with the Graduate School Team. It’s an opportunity to meet fellow 
students, have a chat, get all the latest updates, discuss developments and have a laugh.

First Wednesday of the month- SIWB Costa Third Wednesday of the month - online- 
Zoom links in Calendar invitations!

Whether you’re working on a publication, grant application, thesis chapter, data 
analysis or you’d like some dedicated space in the day to think about the next project 
or do some valuable reading – this is your protected time to focus and get it done 

Join the Meeting via Power Hour Teams channel and allow yourself 60 minutes to work 
without distractions, boosted by a sense of accountability and support from fellow-
Researchers across the University. 
 
How it works 
Make yourself a cup of tea or coffee and sign in to the Power Hour Teams channel at 
9:00, (allow yourself 5 minutes to check in and set clear and realistic goals) 
Dedicate the next 60 minutes to the task at hand, (no e-mails, calls, messaging, trips to 
the kitchen etc.). Having some paper to jot down all the distractions as they come may 
be helpful. 
 
Touch base with everyone afterwards and get back to your day, (hopefully with a little 
boost of energy and sense of achievement!) Session host, (aka ‘Pomodoro Master’), will 
be there to keep an eye on timings. You are welcome to set up your own Power Hours 
at any other time outwith the regular Wednesday 9:00 session.
 
Why it works: 
     - it provides accountability (Jensen 2017) 
     - legitimises writing as part of academic life (Sword 2017)  
     - creates a supportive space where writing becomes a social practice (Murray 2015)

To attend, join us on Teams

Wednesdays
09:00 - 10:00

Power Hour of Research
Paula Sledzinska

RDF Domain: A,B

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3a0105e0f113e042e0961dc0ba5a356b87%40thread.tacv2/1619103880764?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2251a0a69c-0e4f-4b3d-b642-12e013198635%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22a836a371-2700-4af9-98b9-e611beb2f182%22%7d
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Spring into Methods as well as Summer Schools are run by the The Scottish Graduate 
School of Social Science and the Scottish Graduate School for Arts & Humanities. 
The programme brings together arts, humanities and social science doctoral 
researchers from across Scotland and offers sessions providing an interdisciplinary 
and in-depth approach to learning a specific research method or topic. These 
interdisciplinary workshops are open to all doctoral researchers aligned with SGSAH, 
SGSSS, SOCIAL AI or SICSA at member HEIs which include RGU.

Thursdays
10:00 - 12:00

SGSSS/SGSAH Spring Into 
Methods and Summer School

Booking

Dr App. Video Support

Robert Gordon University has bought licences for our research students, ECRs and 
staff supervising research degrees to use Dr.App, the new mobile app for Android 
and Apple devices to support research students. Dr.App contains videos covering 
everything from working with supervisors and preparing for the viva examination to 
coping with stress and mental health challenges, from research impact to networking 
skills. It has content you should find helpful at every stage of a research degree.

To access all materials, please scan the QR code or visit Dr App page. 

Topics covered in the videos currently include: 
     - thinking about a doctorate: how do you know if a PhD is right for you, and what do 
          students wish they had known before they started? 
     - starting a doctorate: everything you need to consider in your first year. 
     - success stories: case studies to keep you motivated on those days when you need   
         reasons to be optimistic! 
     - supervisors & supervision: how to work with your supervisors, what to expect from 
          them, and what to do if the relationship goes wrong. Also helpful advice for   
         supervisors themselves. 
     - planning ahead: taking the long view to complete your research degree on time, to 
          build real-world impact into it, and to ensure your employability once you’ve 
          finished it. 
     - examinations: the upgrade (transfer) process that marks the first major landmark 
         in most doctorates, and how to approach your viva with good preparation instead 
         of panic! 
     - skills: how to write a thesis, presentation skills and how to network to become part 
          of the wider academic community. 
     - wellbeing: how to look after yourself and where to find help if you are finding your 
         research degree stressful, lonely or overwhelming. 
     - international students: how to understand the UK’s academic culture and the way 
         research degrees are structured if you are arriving from a different culture. 
     - professional doctorates: the growing range of alternative doctorates for teachers, 
         health professionals and many other professional careers.

https://www.sgsss.ac.uk

https://www.sgsah.ac.uk


 https://tinyurl.com/3w6yhny4
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Critical Reading 
DELTA

This presentation focuses on critical reading strategies which you can use when writing 
your dissertation.

To access, please click here.

Writing your Literature Review 
DELTA

This introductory presentation offers strategies for success in writing your literature 
review. 

To access, please click here.

Editing and Proofreading your Work 
DELTA

This session focuses on effective techiques to edit and proofread your written work.

To access, please click here.

Project Managing your Dissertation
DELTA

This session looks at how to approach your dissertation as a project.

To access, please click here.

Academic Writing: Sections of your Dissertation 
DELTA

This presentation offers an overview of the stylistic conventions expected in a 
dissertation and presents structures and phrases commonly used in the various sections. 

To access, please click here.

Critical and Analytical Writing 
DELTA

This presentation explores critical and analyical tools you can use in your writing.

To access, please click here.

Welcome to Postgraduate Study 
DELTA

Video introducing students to postgraduate study at RGU. To access, please click here.

 https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b6a1f3fe-981f-4794-88c8-aebc00d68ae1&query=Project%20Managing%20your%20Dissertation
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=531b5f99-e9d4-473f-9c18-aec10114a62c 
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=6ad4ebf2-0afd-4251-b0a3-acef00c744e5 
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=c9b7e022-3c1a-4932-b3c8-abc10112f9b3&query=Project%20Managing%20your%20Dissertation 
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=136a1f47-332a-4749-a4e1-abc600edb37d&query=Academic%20Writing%3A%20Sections%20of%20your%20Dissertation 
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=0b366900-4d13-4faa-a83c-adcf00be1d70 
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=86db8a37-0cdf-4354-9a3c-ac4f010096aa 
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Paraphrasing and Using Direct Quotes 
DELTA

This presentation offers practical advice on the use of paraphrasing as an effective 
way to incorporate sources into academic writing and avoid plagiarism. 

To access, please click here.

Using Word to Format Long Documents 
DELTA

This session will equip you with knowledge on how to format long documents in Word. 

Topics covered include: 
     - standard formatting (inc. headings) 
     - inserting table of contents 
     - updating table of contents 
     - section breaks 
     - inserting landscape page(s) 
     - page numbering 
     - inserting graphs and images. 

To access, please click here.

Quantitative Analysis, Introduction to SPSS 
DELTA

This workshop is part of DELTA Success Programme, (available to both undergraduate 
and postgraduate students).
 
An overview of the use of SPSS when working with statistics as part of quantitative 
data analysis.

To access, please click here.

Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: 
Introduction- Qualitative Epistemologies: Coding 
Dr Jo Ferrie, SGSS

The workshop will start by asking how we learn social research broadly and qualitative 
methods in particular. While making pedagogy explicit is not a traditional way to start 
teaching, a shift is required from traditional disciplinary learning. Making this explicit, 
will help students engage with the rest of the material optimally. This workshop will 
then focus on some key qualitative skills and specifically look at analysis and the 
difference between descriptive and theoretical coding. We will think a bit about how 
theory is derived/induced from data. 
 
Jo Ferrie is an academic based at the University of Glasgow. Based in the Sociology 
subject area, Jo uses social justice approaches to research and teaching aiming to 
redistribute power, privilege and access to opportunities. Emerging from a PhD (2008) 
cofunded by the Disability Rights Commission, Jo has a long history of working with 
external partners to produce impactful research, that stands out for the rigour of the 
evidence produced. Partners include the Scottish Human Rights Commission, Making 
Rights Real, Engender, UK Government and MND Scotland. 
 
Jo has expertise in quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods often teaching 
postgraduate students advanced skills. Jo leads a national training programme as 
Deputy Director for the Scottish Graduate School of Social Sciences as well as being 
a member of the Training Network run by the Government funded Economics and 
Social Research Council. Jo has contributed to the Scottish Government consultation 
on demographic  data and the Office for National Statistics’ Equalities Group. She is 
currently part of a ESRC’s project team reviewing Data Driven Skills Gaps amongst 
social scientists 

To access, please click here. 
Passcode: #W42jHAF

https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=0ea208b7-c694-4af3-b9ac-ace80117c469
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2386b287-963e-43d5-9185-ae5400aa00ba&query=%E2%80%A2%09Using%20Word%20to%20Format%20Long%20Documents
https://rgu.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=f0eb0e48-722a-4f7e-9f3c-ae3f00b56393&query=SPSS
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/ft6v-zdDQCMKsRJON4IAru1bPRkHHMTmZwdXXUj-4yrfjhP0HtiOlfbqXMUhm6g.zxViW5rJ656vzyYP
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Choosing your Qualitative 
Analysis: Phenomenology 
Dr Jo Ferrie, SGSSS

Attention turns to phenomenology and the theoretical underpinnings of this approach. 
As well as identifying the key philosophers involved in its development, we will explore 
how this influenced the formation of phenomenology as a qualitative approach. 
Concepts such as epoche and the lifeworld will be discussed and students will practice 
how to analyse phenomenologically. Building on the first two workshops, the focus will 
consider what kind of research questions are suited to the phenomenological 
approach (and which are not). 

To access, please click here. 
Passcode: pr58nrq%

Choosing your Qualitative 
Analysis: Grounded Theory 
Dr Jo Ferrie, SGSSS

Grounded Theory is the focus of the second workshop, chosen as one of the first 
systematized qualitative methods where rigour (if the system of analysis is applied) is 
assumed to produce robust evidence. This method will be explored in relation to the 
socio-historical context of Glaser & Strauss’s original work as this will help us evaluate 
its strengths and limitations. 

To access, please click here. 
Passcode: *r70nTGz

Choosing your Qualitative 
Analysis: Discourse Analysis 
Dr Jo Ferrie, SGSS

Discourse analysis is the final systematic approach to qualitative data and will consider 
the world from a slightly different ontological basis to phenomenology: rather than 
individualising experience through the lifeworld, we will examine the theory that reality 
is socially constructed, existing wholly between us. This leads us to epistemologies 
which focus on co-production of knowledge with a careful focus on narrative 
construction, towards performance and action triggers.

To access, please click here. 
Passcode: P@Qq#1Er

Choosing your Qualitative Analysis: 
Participatory Action Research 
Dr Jo Ferrie, SGSS

This session takes a slightly different approach foregrounding participatory action 
research. As an approach, PAR has particular political ontological roots and can be 
performed with any method, or methodology. It works best with inclusive and 
accessible forms of data collection and in exploring this, more innovative forms of data 
will be explored such as photographs; arts-based activities; objects. While ethics are 
central to the other 4 workshops, they are discussed more explicitly here.

To access, please click here. 
Passcode: 2?WkVR%Z

https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/A3fOapAwRNJw1MEBhwS09ZNe7dpBdm2HXO89CniNMDxSHzExK-6ULii6XQ1mZYMu.QDKVQGmHE3WAiqNl?startTime=1632490308000
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/A3fOapAwRNJw1MEBhwS09ZNe7dpBdm2HXO89CniNMDxSHzExK-6ULii6XQ1mZYM
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/yVdVIuZO1J_t8BkNMoWQAaekft-cdO8ZV_gZfszBFmSxjQXwAZGjWS0TOJSIAm1J.ejKA2WtirHQLHhj_?startTime=1632485065000 
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/xTCVCw_naUmnrj-NTJAaTNyi6CtVaUD9PdlK5VfBb_-CO5-G8tY-AgGiRn82AhpN.4p7XoehzHWzj1-nf?startTime=1632743284000
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/UwamAblM2sZXHsfW-6D2W5TkW4ClV8Sr3uNe0chBLMkqgots3dfCeviTQm_rI0M7.7HGbPpNwL6raHBhD 
https://uofglasgow.zoom.us/rec/share/UwamAblM2sZXHsfW-6D2W5TkW4ClV8Sr3uNe0chBLMkqgots3dfCeviTQm_rI0M7.7HGbPpNwL6raHBhD  
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Introduction to Systematic Review and 
Meta-Analysis 
Prof. Kay Dickersin and Dr Tianjing Li, Johns Hopkins University

A free course introducing methods to perform systematic reviews and meta-analysis of 
clinical trials. We will cover how to formulate an answerable research question, define 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, search for the evidence, extract data, assess the risk 
of bias in clinical trials, and perform a meta-analysis. 

Upon successfully completing this course, participants will be able to: 
     - describe the steps in conducting a systematic review 
     - develop an answerable question using the “Participants Interventions 
       Comparisons Outcomes (PICO) framework” 
     - describe the process used to collect data from reports of clinical trials 
     - describe methods to critically assess the risk of bias of clinical trials 
     - describe and interpret the results of meta-analyses.

To access, please click here.

The Science of Wellbeing 
Prof. Laurie Santos, Yale University

In this course you will engage in a series of challenges designed to increase your own 
happiness and build more productive habits. As preparation for these tasks, Professor 
Laurie Santos reveals misconceptions about happiness, annoying features of the mind 
that lead us to think the way we do, and the research that can help us change. You will 
ultimately be prepared to successfully incorporate a specific wellness activity into 
your life.

To access, please click here.

https://www.coursera.org/learn/systematic-review
https://www.coursera.org/learn/the-science-of-well-being
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